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OUR MANDATE 

SAFETY  POLLUTION 

MARITIME INTERESTS  

To ensure the safety of life and 
property at sea 

To prevent and combat pollution of the 
marine environment by ships 

To promote the Republic’s Maritime Interests 

SAMSA Act No 5 of 1998 
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ADDITIONAL MANDATES 

MARITIME SEARCH RESCUE 
AND DOMAIN AWARENESS  SMALL VESSELS (BOATING) 

The MRCC operates a 24/7 service 
with the focus primarily on: 
•  Monitor coastal and offshore 

activities 
•  Manage maritime communication 

system(s) for SAR 
•  Regulate coastal and inland 

waterways aids to navigation 
including vessel traffic services 

Administration of the Merchant 
shipping (National Small Vessel 
Safety) Regulation, 2007, as amended 
(the Regulations). The Regulations 
extends SAMSA’s Core mandate to 
include inland waterways (only 
waterways accessible to the public) 
within the Republic. That is to ensure 
boating safety on our waters. 
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OUR VISION AND MISSION  

043   |   SAMSA ANNUAL REPORT   

Changing The Tide
Our Vision

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
I am pleased to present on behalf of the 
SAMSA Board and SAMSA, the Chairperson’s 

though I am doing so in my capacity as the 
Deputy Chairperson given that the Chairperson, 
Mr Comfort Ngidi had resigned at the time 
of finalising this Annual Report. 

I wish to commence by stating that the South 
African Maritime Safety Authority (“SAMSA”) 
continues to fulfil its mandate, namely to 
ensure safety of life and property at sea; to 
prevent and combat pollution of the marine 
environment by ships and to promote the 
South African maritime interests. In line with 
this mandate and our strategy, we continue 
to drive our stated vision which is to become 
“The authority championing South Africa’s 
global maritime ambitions” together with our 
mission which is “To promote South Africa’s 
maritime interests and develop and position 
the country as an International Maritime 
Centre while ensuring maritime safety, health 
and environmental protection”. Central 
to this achievement is a sound corporate 
governance culture, a capable, resourced 
and repositioned Authority. 

OUR 
VISION

CHAPTER TWO

THE AUTHORITY 
CHAMPIONING 
SOUTH AFRICA'S 
MARITIME AMBITIONS

“TO PROMOTE SOUTH AFRICA'S MARITIME 

INTERESTS, DEVELOP AND POSITION THE 

COUNTRY AS AN INTERNATIONAL MARITIME 

CENTRE WHILE ENSURING MARITIME SAFETY, 

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. “ 
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OUR STRATEGIC AGENDA 

Setting Our Course
Our Strategic Agenda

SAMSA ANNUAL REPORT   |   060    

OUR STRATEGIC
AGENDA

CHAPTER THREE

1

SAFE SHIPPING SAFE BOATING

CLEAN SEAS

SAFE FISHING

HIGHLY COMPETENT
AND GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE

SOUTH AFRICAN SEAFARERS

BENEFICIALLY TRANSFORMED 
AND GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE 

MARITIME SECTOR

A WORLD-CLASS MARITIME
ADMINISTRATION
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OUR FOOTPRINT  
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STRATEGIC HIGHLIGHTS 

─  2013 was designated “The Year of Maritime” by the Minister of Transport 

─  Operation Phakisa: Unlocking South Africa’s oceans economic potential  

─  Adoption of the African Union’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIMS20150) 

─  International and National Awards for SAMSA and its leadership 

─  Tax incentives for Shipping to promote and develop the SA Ship Registry  

─  Hosted the 2nd Heads of African Maritime Administrators conference 

─  16th year Anniversary of SAMSA   

The 2050 AIM strategy provides 
an overall understanding of the 
maritime sector that encompasses 
the economic, social, environmental 
and security dimensions. Its vision, 
which it derives from a 2002 
Constitutive Act, is “to foster more 
wealth creation from Africa’s 
oceans, seas and inland water 
ways developing a thriving 
maritime economy and realising 
the full potential of sea-based 
activities in an environmentally 
sustainable manner”.

The 2050 AIM strategy envisions the establishment 
of a combined exclusive maritime zone of Africa 
(CEMZA), to enhance awareness of maritime issues 
by engaging stakeholders to strengthen maritime 
capacity and capabilities, ensure maritime safety 
and security, minimise environmental damage 
and prevent criminal and hostile acts at sea.

It also seeks to protect people, especially coastal 
communities, maritime heritages (e.g. biodiversity) 
and critical infrastructure from pollution and toxic 
and nuclear waste dumping and improve the 
management of integrated coastal zones. It also 
aims to get the ratification, domestication and 
implementation of international legal instruments 
and create a harmonised regulatory environment 
on the African continent.

020’

01˚CHAPTER 

Source: AU

JULY

SEAS & OCEANS

SEAS & OCEANS

AFRICAN 
DAY OF 

DECADE OF AFRICAN

2015-2025
The 22nd summit of the African Union 
was held on 31 January 2014 in Addis 
Ababa. It adopted the 2050 Africa 
Integrated Maritime (AIM) strategy 
and the plan of action to address maritime 
challenges relating to sustainable 
development and competitiveness. 
THE SUMMIT ALSO DECLARED 2015 
TO 2050 AS THE DECADE OF AFRICAN 
SEAS & OCEANS AND 25 JULY AS 
THE AFRICAN DAY OF SEAS & OCEANS.



GOVERNANCE  
Governance and AG Outcomes 

17 October 2014  
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THE SAMSA BOARD (2013/14) 
117’

BOARD AND COMMITTEE

MEETINGS

05/04/2013

10/04/2013

26/02/2014

26/03/2014

BOARD

12/05/2014

AUDIT & RISK
COMMITTEE

17/03/2014

REMCO

28/03/2014

MARITIME INDUSTRY 
COMMITTEE 

05/12/2013

AGM

In line with best practice in corporate governance 
(King III), the board and its subcommittees should 
meet at least once a quarter. Details of the Board 
and subcommittee meetings for the year under 
review can be seen in the table above.

NB: From April 2013 up to
December 2013 the SAMSA 
Board was not quorated due 
to resignations of two Board 
members, Mr. C. Ngidi and 
Prof. L. Feris. The Shareholder 
appointed board members 
on the 1st January 2014.

HIGH & LOW TIDE  |  Board & Committee Meetings
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SAMSA AUDIT OUTCOMES 2009 - 2014 

Unqualified audit 
opinion  (with 
matters of 
emphasis) 

2009 2010 2011 

Unqualified 
audit opinion 
(with  matters 
of emphasis) 

2012 2013 2014 

Unqualified audit 
opinion  (with 
matters of 
emphasis) 

Unqualified audit 
opinion  (with 
matters of 
emphasis) 

Unqualified audit 
opinion  (with 
matters of 
emphasis) 

Unqualified audit 
opinion  (with 
matters of 
emphasis) 



PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INFORMATION 

SAMSA Strategic Programmes 

17 October 2014 
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STRATEGIC PROGRAMMES 

Mandate Strategic Objectives  Programme  

PFMA, King III, SAMSA ACT, 
etc. 

To improve corporate governance compliance 
and risk practice 

Organisational Capability Improvement 
Programme 

To be independently recognised for operational 
excellence  

To improve the level of competence in the 
administration of South Africa’s maritime 

To ensure safety of life and 
property at sea.  

To reduce the number of accidents and incidence 
in South Africa’s maritime system. 

Maritime Safety Programme 

Search and Rescue 
Regulations (MRCC) To improve the strength of South Africa’s maritime 

governance 
Maritime Governance Programme 
 Small Vessels regulations 

(Boating) 

To combat and prevent 
pollution of the marine 
environment by ships   

To reduce the risk of pollution and degradation of 
maritime environment  

Maritime Environment Protection 
Programme 

To promote the Republics 
maritime interests  

To grow develop and transform the maritime 
sector  

Maritime Sector Development 
Programme 

PFMA, King III, SAMSA ACT, 
etc. 

To achieve excellence in the delivery of maritime 
services 

Service Delivery Excellence Programme 
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PERFORMANCE INFORMATION BY 
PROGRAMME  
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PROGRAMME 1: ORGANISATIONAL 
CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
PROGRAMME  

087’

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Organisational Capability Improvement Programme
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ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 067’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Level achieved on SAMSA 
Long Term Financial 
Sustainability (LTFS)

1

2

A  Long Term Financial 
Sustainability implementation 
plan has not been developed in 
line with the indicator.

The department of transport is being 
engaged on the issue of unfunded 
mandates.  In addition, revenue 
enhancement initiatives are being 
considered for implementation. 
A  Long Term Financial Sustainability 
strategy and plan will be developed 
and implemented during 2014-2015.

Level 3 of the 
SAMSA Long 

Term Financial 
Sustainability 
(LTFS) Model

A  Long Term 
Financial 

Sustainability 
implementation 

plan has not 
been developed

Not 
Achieved

There is a lag between 
implementation and  realization 
of the outcomes of the  
implemented internal controls.

Continue with implementing the 
audit compliance improvement plan.

Unqualified 
audit (with 
matters of 
emphasis)

Unqualified 
audit

Audit opinion achieved on
the Auditor General's report.

3 An IT Capability Maturity 
framework is yet to be developed. 

SAMSA intends to develop an ICT 
Capability Maturity plan over 
the 2014/2015 financial year.

Managed 
(maturity level

No ICT Maturity 
Framework 
developed 

to measure 
maturity level.

Not 
Achieved

Level achieved on the SAMSA 
ICT Maturity Framework

4 No Variance. A detailed plan to achieve the Level 1 
rating will be implemented in the 
next financial year in line with the 
new BBBEE codes.

An initial 
independent 
assessment 
completed

An initial 
independent 
assessment 

has been 
completed .A 

detailed plan to 
achieve rating 

Level 1 has 
been finalised.

Achieved

Level of contribution achieved 
on the BBBEE scorecard

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

To improve corporate governance compliance and risk practices3.3

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILIT Y IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
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067’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Level achieved on SAMSA 
Long Term Financial 
Sustainability (LTFS)

1

2

A  Long Term Financial 
Sustainability implementation 
plan has not been developed in 
line with the indicator.

The department of transport is being 
engaged on the issue of unfunded 
mandates.  In addition, revenue 
enhancement initiatives are being 
considered for implementation. 
A  Long Term Financial Sustainability 
strategy and plan will be developed 
and implemented during 2014-2015.

Level 3 of the 
SAMSA Long 

Term Financial 
Sustainability 
(LTFS) Model

A  Long Term 
Financial 

Sustainability 
implementation 

plan has not 
been developed

Not 
Achieved

There is a lag between 
implementation and  realization 
of the outcomes of the  
implemented internal controls.

Continue with implementing the 
audit compliance improvement plan.

Unqualified 
audit (with 
matters of 
emphasis)

Unqualified 
audit

Audit opinion achieved on
the Auditor General's report.

3 An IT Capability Maturity 
framework is yet to be developed. 

SAMSA intends to develop an ICT 
Capability Maturity plan over 
the 2014/2015 financial year.

Managed 
(maturity level

No ICT Maturity 
Framework 
developed 

to measure 
maturity level.

Not 
Achieved

Level achieved on the SAMSA 
ICT Maturity Framework

4 No Variance. A detailed plan to achieve the Level 1 
rating will be implemented in the 
next financial year in line with the 
new BBBEE codes.

An initial 
independent 
assessment 
completed

An initial 
independent 
assessment 

has been 
completed .A 

detailed plan to 
achieve rating 

Level 1 has 
been finalised.

Achieved

Level of contribution achieved 
on the BBBEE scorecard

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

To improve corporate governance compliance and risk practices3.3

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILIT Y IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME

067’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO
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1

2

A  Long Term Financial 
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Level 3 of the 
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Term Financial 
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(LTFS) Model

A  Long Term 
Financial 

Sustainability 
implementation 

plan has not 
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Not 
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There is a lag between 
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of the outcomes of the  
implemented internal controls.

Continue with implementing the 
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Unqualified 
audit (with 
matters of 
emphasis)

Unqualified 
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Audit opinion achieved on
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3 An IT Capability Maturity 
framework is yet to be developed. 

SAMSA intends to develop an ICT 
Capability Maturity plan over 
the 2014/2015 financial year.

Managed 
(maturity level

No ICT Maturity 
Framework 
developed 

to measure 
maturity level.

Not 
Achieved

Level achieved on the SAMSA 
ICT Maturity Framework

4 No Variance. A detailed plan to achieve the Level 1 
rating will be implemented in the 
next financial year in line with the 
new BBBEE codes.

An initial 
independent 
assessment 
completed

An initial 
independent 
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has been 
completed .A 

detailed plan to 
achieve rating 

Level 1 has 
been finalised.

Achieved

Level of contribution achieved 
on the BBBEE scorecard

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

To improve corporate governance compliance and risk practices3.3

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILIT Y IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
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071’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

% of serious pollution 
incidents that have been 
successfully managed.

1 100% All incidents have 
been successfully 

managed.
Achieved

All incidents have been 
successfully managed.

Implementation of improved pollution 
prevention protocols.

% of ships that have 
been successfully held 
accountable for pollution.

2 95% 100% 
of known polluting 
ships have been 

held accountable. 
Achieved

100% of known polluting 
ships have been held 
accountable.

Implementation of programme to 
improve the tracking and identification 
of polluting ships.

Frequency of drills 
undertaken to test 
the national contingency 
readiness.

3 1 per annum. Maritime contingency 
plan must still 
be compiled.

No drill has been 
conducted. The plan 
is however awaiting 

approval in 
2014-2015.

Partially Achieved  

Maritime contingency 
plan must still be 
compiled. No drill 
has been conducted.

Implementation of the performance 
improvement plan.

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

IMO endorsement 
of seafarers qualification 
system as being 
compliant with 
international standards.

1 IMO 
Whitelist

IMO Whitelist 
All quarterly 

targets for the 
maintenance of 

IMO whitelist 
status have been 

implemented.
Achieved

No Variance. Implementation of the plan.

Level achieved towards 
the drive to achieve total 
operational excellence.

2 Total 
operational 
excellence 
strategy 
and plan 

approved.

The operational 
excellence 

strategy and plan 
has been 

developed. A Proof 
of Concept 

workshop was held 
in January 2014 

to test the 
methodology 

and approach.
Achieved

No Variance. Phased implementation of plan.

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

3.6 To reduce risk of pollution and degradation of maritime environment

MARITIME ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROGRAMME

3.7 To be independently recognised for operational excellence

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILIT Y IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Level of staff performance 
managed in line with 
SAMSA Policies.

1 All Staff
(240) are 

performance 
managed.

All staff have 
performance 

engagements to 
finalise the 
2014-2015 

performance 
agreements.

Partially Achieved 

The SAMSA Employee 
Performance Management 
Policy is yet to be 
approved.

The draft policy will be submitted 
to the board for approval through 
REMCO.

Rating achieved on the 
Employee Satisfaction 
Survey.

2 85% 92% - Achieved on 
the Deloitte Survey 
Top 50 of employer 
of choice achieved.

Achieved

50% of staff in 
operations {70 

employees trained 
to date}.

Achieved

A slight variance in 
the methodology applied 
for the survey.

Will continue to implement the 
proposed action items recommended.

Percentage of staff in 
operations that have 
received training on core 
maritime competencies.

3 50% No Variance. Implementation of quarter plan.

072’

04˚CHAPTER 

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Targeted legal instruments 
that have been submitted 
to the DoT for approval and 
processing.  

1 No variance. Make the required inputs and monitor 
review and ratification of legal 
instruments.

All draft 
comment and 

industry 
consultation in 
line with DoT 
programme. 

Targeted submissions 
have been made to 
DoT for approval.

Achieved

3.8 To improve the strength of South Africa’s maritime governance from developing to mature

MARITIME GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME

3.9 To improve level of competency in administration of South Africa`s maritime from advanced to expert

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILIT Y IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
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MARITIME SAFETY PROGRAMME 

091’

This is the responsibility for all the ships that 
fly the Country’s flag. All ships are required to 
comply with:

•  Vessel Construction regulations. 
•  Various regulations that govern the operation 
 of the vessel including safe manning, operating,  
 maintenance, loading, risk and security, etc.
•  Training, certification and manning, and 
 seafarer welfare.

In discharging its obligations, IMO determines 
that the country must have an inspection regime 
in the form of surveys. The surveys involved 
in ensuring the discharge of Flag State 
Responsibilities are:   

Statutory Surveys - Through the statutory survey, 
the country certifies the ships flying its flag to be 
compliant with international safety and pollution 
prevention requirements. All ships are required 
to display various certificates in prescribed places 
on board to demonstrate their compliance with 
the rules that apply on the type and class of the ship. 
These certificates are issued upon the ship passing 
an inspection (survey) relating to the particular 
rule. The surveyors carry out the inspections and 
there can be up to twenty eight (28) different types 
of surveys for various aspects of compliance. 
It is a condition of trading that the ship must comply 
with all requirements applicable to it before it is 
allowed to trade. Any statutory surveys not carried 
out essentially render the particular ship unseaworthy 
and thus not able to carry out its functions. 

FL AG STATE
RESPONSIBILIT Y

THESE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS CONFER THE FOLLOWING RESPONSIBILITIES:

Countries are required to carry out obligations relating to the safety of navigation (including adequacy 
of all Aids to Navigation), the administration of navigation along the coast (including issue of navigational 
warnings), provision of response for coastal marine casualties (including Search and Rescue), marine 
communications and surveillance (including Identification and Tracking of ships along the coast as well 
as flagged ships wherever they may be in order to account for such ships). 

COASTAL STATE 
RESPONSIBILIT Y

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Maritime Safety Programme
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SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Maritime Safety Programme

092’

Due to the fact that only a flag state has jurisdiction 
over its own ships, IMO developed an inspection 
regime for all ships not registered in the country 
in which the port is located (visiting ships). 
This allows the state to ensure that the visiting 
ship does not pose a risk to the port and its 
environment. IMO also needs this regime in order 
to ensure maintenance of shipping standards 
agreed to internationally. In order to, the country 
in which the port is situated is allowed to carry 
out inspections on visiting ships. These inspections 
are called Port State Control inspections. IMO has 
organised the world into regions and the regions 
are called the Memorandum of Understanding 
on Port State Control. South Africa belongs to two 
MOUs due to it having ports situated on the Indian 
and Atlantic Oceans. 

It is imperative that the Port State has ratified 
each instrument that it seeks to use in order to 
inspect that particular aspect on the ship (example, 
a country would have to have ratified Marine Pollution 
Convention before it would legally inspect ships 
visiting its ports for compliance with the convention, 
or any of its Annexes). Non-compliant ships are 
detained in terms of local legislation giving effect 
to the convention once ratified by the country. 
However, any non-compliant (for example, when 
the state has not ratified an instrument, ships that 
fly its flag are not required to comply with the same 
instrument, only to the extent that they do not leave 
that particular country’s local waters but they remain 
non-compliant when visiting other jurisdictions 
that have ratified the instrument) ship visiting 
a compliant jurisdiction, that ship would be deemed 
non-compliant and the IMO principle of “no more 
favourable treatment applies to the ship” (meaning 
that if the non-compliance warrants it, the Port 
State has a right to issue penalties or even detain 
the ship).

PORT STATE RESPONSIBILITY

04˚CHAPTER 

099’

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Maritime Safety Programme

During the year 2013/14, the Maritime Response 
Coordination Centre (MRCC) responded to 452 
alerts of which false alerts or inadvertent activations 
were confirmed at 33% of all distress signals. 
193 lives were saved during the period through the 
coordination actions of the MRCC. MRCC assisted 
with 115 medical advice incidents by connecting the 
vessel to local Telemedical Services and coordinated 
the evacuation of 60 crew/passengers from vessels 
offshore to local hospitals. The MRCC passed on 
12 181 pre-arrival messages from ships for the year 
to the Maritime Security Coordination Centre (MSCC)
in Department of Transport (DoT).

MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENSS,
SEARCH & RESCUE

193
LIVES SAVED

MEDICAL EVACUATION “SHARK EXPLORER”

Simonstown NSRI launched to assist with 
a hand injury onboard the shark diving boat 
SHARK EXPLORER off Cape Point. A Swiss tourist 
was apparently bitten through his wetsuit by a blue 
shark but was not seriously injured in an underwater 
shark expedition. The NSRI boat rendezvoused 
with the SHARK EXPLORER 1 mile from the Point 
and a medic was placed on-board to attend to the 
injured tourist. The patient was taken to Simon’s Town 
where an ambulance was waiting to take him 
to hospital for treatment.

EPIRB DETECTION MV PEACE

At 1327UTC ZSC informs MRCC Cape Town about 
an EPIRB detection for the MV PEACE. Contact is 
attempted with vessel without success. A Safetynet 
broadcast is made for the area and the adjacent 
MRCCs, Reunion and Madagascar, are alerted. 
Numerous vessel responded but were all at least 
200nm away and they all confirmed that the tropical 
storm in the area was severe. MRCC Reunion reverted 
stating that the MV Patris has made contact on 
VHF with the MV Peace. The MV Peace crew were 
abandoning ship to the life raft. At 0612UTC on the 
2nd January the MV Patris found the life raft with 
all 9 crew and recovered the castaways. The crew 
was then delivered to Cape Town. The MV Peace hull 
was reported to be drifting and Navwarnings for the 
area were issued and the case closed him to hospital 
for treatment.

EXCEPTS OF REAL LIFE
INCIDENTS

098’

SAMSA participates in the 
National Inland Maritime Safety 
Programme that promotes inland 
vessel safety, awareness, 
the containment and eradication 
of invasive aquatic species 
and incident management. 

This is a partnership agreement between 
government entities and communities. The aim 
is to enhance the development of a best practice 
model to ensure a safe and structured inland 
maritime environment and culture whilst protecting 
our precious water resources. The programme seeks 
to address the inability to enforce and regulate 
safety, security, environment regulations on South 
African inland waters and creating safety awareness.

In order to empower safety officers, examiners, 
and surveyors from Authorised Agencies, Boating 
Clubs, and small vessel training institutions 
throughout the country, SAMSA conducted 
refresher training sessions covering the small 
vessel regime followed by examinations in Cape 
Town, Port Elizabeth, Durban and Pretoria. A total 
of 747 persons underwent these sessions in 2012 
and 2013 at no cost to them. This has produced 
a good foundation of knowledgeable persons 
across the country with the ability to enforce 
the safety culture.

SAMSA has participated in the Johannesburg, 
Cape Town and Durban Boat shows, LDYC Round 
the Island Race, Rust De Winter Dam Safety 
Awareness Campaign (Limpopo) and Wygboom 
Dam Safety Awareness Campaign (Mpumalanga) 
to enhance awareness of safe boating practices. 

BOATING SAFET Y 
(SMALL VESSEL SAFET Y)

SAMSA is a member of the National Fishing Forum 
(NFF). The forum was established with the mission 
to facilitate growth, development, ensure a competitive 
fishing Industry and safety awareness.

NFF in partnership with Department of Agriculture 
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) hosted the Torremolinos 
International Convention for the safety of fishing 
vessels in Cape Town. The objectives were to ensure 
safety of life at sea, particularly in high seas as 
this convention is applicable to fishing vessels 
not less than 24m length. 

The NFF embarked on road shows 
at the beginning of the year 2013 
around the identified coastal 
communities promoting 
safety awareness.

The safety campaigns managed to directly 
reach/cover at least 90,000 people and indirectly 
over 2.5 million people through media publications 
such as Angling Times, Go Fish Magazine, 
Leisure Boating, Ski Boat Magazine, Television 
Coverage: Morning Live, CNBC, Good Morning 
Africa, ANN7 and Boating Assocaitions MIASA 
(Marine Industry Association, Boat Retailers 
Associations).

FISHING SAFET Y 
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to address the inability to enforce and regulate 
safety, security, environment regulations on South 
African inland waters and creating safety awareness.

In order to empower safety officers, examiners, 
and surveyors from Authorised Agencies, Boating 
Clubs, and small vessel training institutions 
throughout the country, SAMSA conducted 
refresher training sessions covering the small 
vessel regime followed by examinations in Cape 
Town, Port Elizabeth, Durban and Pretoria. A total 
of 747 persons underwent these sessions in 2012 
and 2013 at no cost to them. This has produced 
a good foundation of knowledgeable persons 
across the country with the ability to enforce 
the safety culture.

SAMSA has participated in the Johannesburg, 
Cape Town and Durban Boat shows, LDYC Round 
the Island Race, Rust De Winter Dam Safety 
Awareness Campaign (Limpopo) and Wygboom 
Dam Safety Awareness Campaign (Mpumalanga) 
to enhance awareness of safe boating practices. 

BOATING SAFET Y 
(SMALL VESSEL SAFET Y)

SAMSA is a member of the National Fishing Forum 
(NFF). The forum was established with the mission 
to facilitate growth, development, ensure a competitive 
fishing Industry and safety awareness.

NFF in partnership with Department of Agriculture 
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) hosted the Torremolinos 
International Convention for the safety of fishing 
vessels in Cape Town. The objectives were to ensure 
safety of life at sea, particularly in high seas as 
this convention is applicable to fishing vessels 
not less than 24m length. 

The NFF embarked on road shows 
at the beginning of the year 2013 
around the identified coastal 
communities promoting 
safety awareness.

The safety campaigns managed to directly 
reach/cover at least 90,000 people and indirectly 
over 2.5 million people through media publications 
such as Angling Times, Go Fish Magazine, 
Leisure Boating, Ski Boat Magazine, Television 
Coverage: Morning Live, CNBC, Good Morning 
Africa, ANN7 and Boating Assocaitions MIASA 
(Marine Industry Association, Boat Retailers 
Associations).

FISHING SAFET Y 

04˚CHAPTER 

094’

A safe environment for ships 
and professionals seafarers is vital 
for a vibrant sector. 
The programme has seen South Africa improve our 
performance on ensuring ship saftey through our 
participation on the Indian Ocean Memorandum of 
Understanding (IOMOU) on Port State Control, Abuja 
MOU and Indian Ocean Memorandum for the financial 
year 2013-2014.

SHIP SAFETY PARTNERSHIPS

Meaning of flag:
Require Medical Assistance

Meaning of flag:
Require Assistance

04˚CHAPTER 

Two Major incidents successfully managed: 

─  MV Smart, a Panamanian registered bulk carrier on voyage to China loaded with 14, 
760 MT of coal; 

─  MV Kiani Satu, bound for Ghana carrying 15, 000 MT of bagged rice  
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A total of 302 vessels that called into South Africa 
and were eligible for Port State inspections were 
inspected. A total of five (5) ships were detained 
for various reasons such as serious deficiencies 
relating to safety equipment, expired certificates 
and marine pollution prevention.

VESSEL INSPECTION 
AND DETENTIONS 
UNDER PORT STATE 
CONTROL

097’
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During the year 2013/14, the Maritime Response 
Coordination Centre (MRCC) responded to 452 
alerts of which false alerts or inadvertent activations 
were confirmed at 33% of all distress signals. 
193 lives were saved during the period through the 
coordination actions of the MRCC. MRCC assisted 
with 115 medical advice incidents by connecting the 
vessel to local Telemedical Services and coordinated 
the evacuation of 60 crew/passengers from vessels 
offshore to local hospitals. The MRCC passed on 
12 181 pre-arrival messages from ships for the year 
to the Maritime Security Coordination Centre (MSCC)
in Department of Transport (DoT).

MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENSS,
SEARCH & RESCUE

193
LIVES SAVED

MEDICAL EVACUATION “SHARK EXPLORER”

Simonstown NSRI launched to assist with 
a hand injury onboard the shark diving boat 
SHARK EXPLORER off Cape Point. A Swiss tourist 
was apparently bitten through his wetsuit by a blue 
shark but was not seriously injured in an underwater 
shark expedition. The NSRI boat rendezvoused 
with the SHARK EXPLORER 1 mile from the Point 
and a medic was placed on-board to attend to the 
injured tourist. The patient was taken to Simon’s Town 
where an ambulance was waiting to take him 
to hospital for treatment.

EPIRB DETECTION MV PEACE

At 1327UTC ZSC informs MRCC Cape Town about 
an EPIRB detection for the MV PEACE. Contact is 
attempted with vessel without success. A Safetynet 
broadcast is made for the area and the adjacent 
MRCCs, Reunion and Madagascar, are alerted. 
Numerous vessel responded but were all at least 
200nm away and they all confirmed that the tropical 
storm in the area was severe. MRCC Reunion reverted 
stating that the MV Patris has made contact on 
VHF with the MV Peace. The MV Peace crew were 
abandoning ship to the life raft. At 0612UTC on the 
2nd January the MV Patris found the life raft with 
all 9 crew and recovered the castaways. The crew 
was then delivered to Cape Town. The MV Peace hull 
was reported to be drifting and Navwarnings for the 
area were issued and the case closed him to hospital 
for treatment.

EXCEPTS OF REAL LIFE
INCIDENTS

0 Ship losses (A total of 94 globally)  

Major incidents successfully managed: 

─  MV Smart, a Panamanian registered bulk carrier on 
voyage to China loaded with 14, 760 MT of coal; 

─  MV Kiani Satu, bound for Ghana carrying 15, 000 MT of 
bagged rice  
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068’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of seafarer 
certificates issued 
per year (small vessels)

1 Due to delays in the conversion 
of the current certificates (deck 
and engine) to the new Manila 
compliant certificate formats.

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan starting in the next 
financial year.

17 700 14 521
Partly

Achieved

Number of fatalities in 
South African waters

2 Fatalities have reduced from 
a 2012/2013 baseline of 32 
to 10 during this year. A reduction 
of over 220%. This is due to a 
successful preventative safety 
awareness programme.

Continue to Implement the Safety 
improvement plan, specifically focusing 
on fishing safety.

11 10 
Fatalities have 
reduced from a 
2012/13 baseline 
of 32 to 10 during 

the year.

Number of inspections carried 
out on eligible foreign ships 
visiting South African ports.

3 There has been an increase in 
the number of surveyors and as 
a result more surveys were done. 

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan.

254 302
Achieved

Number of inspections carried 
out on South African ships. 

4 There has been an increase in 
the number of surveyors and as 
a result more surveys were done. 

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan.

9 867 10 852
Achieved

Number of small boats 
inspected for safety 
compliance

5 This is due to heightened 
implementation of the 
boating safety programme.

Implement performance 
improvement plan.

650 1 021
Achieved

Percentage of accredited 
organisations eligible for audits 
that have been audited 

6 No variance. Continue to implement the audit plan.100% 100% of eligible 
institutions 

audited. 
13 training 

institutions 
were accredited

Achieved

04˚CHAPTER 

3.4 To reduce the risk of safety accidents and incidents in South Africa`s maritime transport system

MARITIME SAFET Y PROGRAMME
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of seafarer 
certificates issued 
per year (small vessels)

1 Due to delays in the conversion 
of the current certificates (deck 
and engine) to the new Manila 
compliant certificate formats.

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan starting in the next 
financial year.

17 700 14 521
Partly

Achieved

Number of fatalities in 
South African waters

2 Fatalities have reduced from 
a 2012/2013 baseline of 32 
to 10 during this year. A reduction 
of over 220%. This is due to a 
successful preventative safety 
awareness programme.

Continue to Implement the Safety 
improvement plan, specifically focusing 
on fishing safety.

11 10 
Fatalities have 
reduced from a 
2012/13 baseline 
of 32 to 10 during 

the year.

Number of inspections carried 
out on eligible foreign ships 
visiting South African ports.

3 There has been an increase in 
the number of surveyors and as 
a result more surveys were done. 

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan.

254 302
Achieved

Number of inspections carried 
out on South African ships. 

4 There has been an increase in 
the number of surveyors and as 
a result more surveys were done. 

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan.

9 867 10 852
Achieved

Number of small boats 
inspected for safety 
compliance

5 This is due to heightened 
implementation of the 
boating safety programme.

Implement performance 
improvement plan.

650 1 021
Achieved

Percentage of accredited 
organisations eligible for audits 
that have been audited 

6 No variance. Continue to implement the audit plan.100% 100% of eligible 
institutions 

audited. 
13 training 

institutions 
were accredited

Achieved
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of seafarer 
certificates issued 
per year (small vessels)

1 Due to delays in the conversion 
of the current certificates (deck 
and engine) to the new Manila 
compliant certificate formats.

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan starting in the next 
financial year.

17 700 14 521
Partly

Achieved

Number of fatalities in 
South African waters

2 Fatalities have reduced from 
a 2012/2013 baseline of 32 
to 10 during this year. A reduction 
of over 220%. This is due to a 
successful preventative safety 
awareness programme.

Continue to Implement the Safety 
improvement plan, specifically focusing 
on fishing safety.

11 10 
Fatalities have 
reduced from a 
2012/13 baseline 
of 32 to 10 during 

the year.

Number of inspections carried 
out on eligible foreign ships 
visiting South African ports.

3 There has been an increase in 
the number of surveyors and as 
a result more surveys were done. 

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan.

254 302
Achieved

Number of inspections carried 
out on South African ships. 

4 There has been an increase in 
the number of surveyors and as 
a result more surveys were done. 

Continue to implement performance 
improvement plan.

9 867 10 852
Achieved

Number of small boats 
inspected for safety 
compliance

5 This is due to heightened 
implementation of the 
boating safety programme.

Implement performance 
improvement plan.

650 1 021
Achieved

Percentage of accredited 
organisations eligible for audits 
that have been audited 

6 No variance. Continue to implement the audit plan.100% 100% of eligible 
institutions 

audited. 
13 training 

institutions 
were accredited

Achieved
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069’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of people covered 
through safety and 
awareness interventions: 

7 Positive variance is due to the use 
of strategic partners to engage 
our stakeholders on matters 
of safe practices and awareness 
of regulations. For example the 
National Sea Rescue Institute 
and National Fishing Forum.

Continue with the communities safe 
fishing outreach initiatives. 

• Fishing Communities 5 000 10 604 through 
National 

Fishing Forum 
publications

Achieved

• Recreational 
 Boating communities

450 000 547 850 
coverage 
through 

magazine 
publications, 

Television (SABC 
Morning Live) 

and radio shows
Achieved

• Shipping 
 communities

1 000 1 806 through 
maritime sector 

publications, 
search and 

rescue training 
and awareness 
and the launch 
of a stevedore 

safety DVD 
163 000 children 

have been 
covered through 

educational 
outreach 
initiatives 
through 
the NSRI 

partnership.
Achieved

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

3.4 To reduce the risk of safety accidents and incidents in south africa`s maritime transport system
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069’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of people covered 
through safety and 
awareness interventions: 

7 Positive variance is due to the use 
of strategic partners to engage 
our stakeholders on matters 
of safe practices and awareness 
of regulations. For example the 
National Sea Rescue Institute 
and National Fishing Forum.

Continue with the communities safe 
fishing outreach initiatives. 

• Fishing Communities 5 000 10 604 through 
National 

Fishing Forum 
publications

Achieved

• Recreational 
 Boating communities

450 000 547 850 
coverage 
through 

magazine 
publications, 

Television (SABC 
Morning Live) 

and radio shows
Achieved

• Shipping 
 communities

1 000 1 806 through 
maritime sector 

publications, 
search and 

rescue training 
and awareness 
and the launch 
of a stevedore 

safety DVD 
163 000 children 

have been 
covered through 

educational 
outreach 
initiatives 
through 
the NSRI 

partnership.
Achieved
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of people covered 
through safety and 
awareness interventions: 

7 Positive variance is due to the use 
of strategic partners to engage 
our stakeholders on matters 
of safe practices and awareness 
of regulations. For example the 
National Sea Rescue Institute 
and National Fishing Forum.

Continue with the communities safe 
fishing outreach initiatives. 

• Fishing Communities 5 000 10 604 through 
National 

Fishing Forum 
publications

Achieved

• Recreational 
 Boating communities

450 000 547 850 
coverage 
through 

magazine 
publications, 

Television (SABC 
Morning Live) 

and radio shows
Achieved

• Shipping 
 communities

1 000 1 806 through 
maritime sector 

publications, 
search and 

rescue training 
and awareness 
and the launch 
of a stevedore 

safety DVD 
163 000 children 

have been 
covered through 

educational 
outreach 
initiatives 
through 
the NSRI 

partnership.
Achieved
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of people covered 
through safety and 
awareness interventions: 

7 Positive variance is due to the use 
of strategic partners to engage 
our stakeholders on matters 
of safe practices and awareness 
of regulations. For example the 
National Sea Rescue Institute 
and National Fishing Forum.

Continue with the communities safe 
fishing outreach initiatives. 

• Fishing Communities 5 000 10 604 through 
National 

Fishing Forum 
publications

Achieved

• Recreational 
 Boating communities

450 000 547 850 
coverage 
through 

magazine 
publications, 

Television (SABC 
Morning Live) 

and radio shows
Achieved

• Shipping 
 communities

1 000 1 806 through 
maritime sector 

publications, 
search and 

rescue training 
and awareness 
and the launch 
of a stevedore 

safety DVD 
163 000 children 

have been 
covered through 

educational 
outreach 
initiatives 
through 
the NSRI 

partnership.
Achieved
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069’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of people covered 
through safety and 
awareness interventions: 

7 Positive variance is due to the use 
of strategic partners to engage 
our stakeholders on matters 
of safe practices and awareness 
of regulations. For example the 
National Sea Rescue Institute 
and National Fishing Forum.

Continue with the communities safe 
fishing outreach initiatives. 

• Fishing Communities 5 000 10 604 through 
National 

Fishing Forum 
publications

Achieved

• Recreational 
 Boating communities

450 000 547 850 
coverage 
through 

magazine 
publications, 

Television (SABC 
Morning Live) 

and radio shows
Achieved

• Shipping 
 communities

1 000 1 806 through 
maritime sector 

publications, 
search and 

rescue training 
and awareness 
and the launch 
of a stevedore 

safety DVD 
163 000 children 

have been 
covered through 

educational 
outreach 
initiatives 
through 
the NSRI 

partnership.
Achieved
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069’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of people covered 
through safety and 
awareness interventions: 

7 Positive variance is due to the use 
of strategic partners to engage 
our stakeholders on matters 
of safe practices and awareness 
of regulations. For example the 
National Sea Rescue Institute 
and National Fishing Forum.

Continue with the communities safe 
fishing outreach initiatives. 

• Fishing Communities 5 000 10 604 through 
National 

Fishing Forum 
publications

Achieved

• Recreational 
 Boating communities

450 000 547 850 
coverage 
through 

magazine 
publications, 

Television (SABC 
Morning Live) 

and radio shows
Achieved

• Shipping 
 communities

1 000 1 806 through 
maritime sector 

publications, 
search and 

rescue training 
and awareness 
and the launch 
of a stevedore 

safety DVD 
163 000 children 

have been 
covered through 

educational 
outreach 
initiatives 
through 
the NSRI 

partnership.
Achieved
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Time taken to initiate 
response to save people 
in distress situations

8 This is due to a heightened 
focus on managing the time 
taken to respond to incidents.

Operations centre manned twenty four 
hours per day. Regular meetings with 
relevant SASAR stakeholders, e.g. DoT, 
TNPA, NSRI.

Average of 
30mins 

An average of 
29.2 minutes, 
which is within 
the timeframe

Achieved

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

% Compliance with the 
ISPS Code

1 No variance. The DoT has indicated a desire to 
allow SAMSA to manage the pre-arrival 
notifications (PAN's) vetting process, 
where SAMSA would be enabled to 
takeover the MSCC function, which 
currently resides within DoT in Pretoria.

100% 
compliance 
based on 

activity report

100% compliance 
with the 

ISPS Code
Achieved

Time taken to distribute 
maritime domain 
awareness information

3 This is an improvement based 
on focused attention on 
managing the distribution 
of maritime information.

Implementation of the improvement plan.
Update distribution list as appropriate.

15 minutes Average of 
14.3 minutes 
to distribute 

maritime domain 
awareness 
information
Achieved

Availability of 
MRCC Systems

2 The COSPAS-SARSAT LUT 
installation at Telkom Maritime 
is well beyond its expiry date, and 
problems of detection are being 
experienced. The coastal maritime 
radio communications set-up 
under Telkom Maritime is also 
in a very poor state.

Dot has signed a contract appointing 
Telkom as the service provider of 
maritime coastal radio communications 
and the Cospas-Sarsat programme for 
the next five years. The SLA document 
has been drafted and signed by both 
parties what is left now is to allow Telkom 
internal processes to take its course. 
The systems should be up and running 
by June 2015.

95% 96% compliance 
with system 

uptime standard
Achieved

04˚CHAPTER 

3.4 To reduce the risk of safety accidents and incidents in south africa`s maritime transport system
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3.5 To reduce maritime security risk to acceptable levels

MARITIME SECURIT Y PROGRAMME

MARITIME SAFETY PROGRAMME 
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MARITIME ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROGRAMME 

BRIEF
DESCRIPTION

DATE PORT VESSEL TYPE OF
VESSEL

PORT OF
REGISTRY

5/04/2013

23/04/2013

05/05/2013

12/08/2013

11/12/2013

12/01/2014

25/02/2014

27/02/2014

7/07/2013

Approximately 20 litres of HFO spilled 
into the harbour 

About 5 to 10 litres of Marine Gas Oil 
spilled overboard

App 50 Litres of Diesel Fuel Oil was 
spilled overboard

App 70 litres of HFO spilled due to 
a leak in the bunker line.

App 100 litres of MGO spilled overboard
 

Unknown amount of Jet Oil spilled into 
the harbour

App 30 litres of diesel spilled overboard
 

Unknown amount of diesel oil sighted
  

Discharged the engine room bilges 
containing oily water mixtures overboard

Durban

Durban

Saldanha

Durban

Durban

Durban

Durban

Cape Town

Durban

Spain

Norway

Cape Town

Funafuti

Malaysia

Isle of Man

St Johns

Cape Town

Zanzibar 

O’Colvelo

M/V Princess

Harvest Kirstina

Theresa Crystal

MV Naukita Resolute

Berg

MV Haren

MFV Connect

Skua

Fishing Vessel

Seismic Survey  

Class X Stern Trawler

Tanker

Utility Support Vessel

Tanker

Cargo Ship

Tuna Fishing Vessel

Tug

105’

OIL POLLUTION INCIDENTS

ADMISSION OF CONTRAVENTIONS

TOTAL OF 9 VESSELS

TOTAL PENALTIES IMPOSED

PENALTIES PAID (RANDS)

14 14 24 24 21 24

669 985 898 741 438 539 438 539 393 000 635 200

2008-2009YEAR 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Maritime Environment Protection Programme
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MARITIME ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROGRAMME 

071’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

% of serious pollution 
incidents that have been 
successfully managed.

1 100% All incidents have 
been successfully 

managed.
Achieved

All incidents have been 
successfully managed.

Implementation of improved pollution 
prevention protocols.

% of ships that have 
been successfully held 
accountable for pollution.

2 95% 100% 
of known polluting 
ships have been 

held accountable. 
Achieved

100% of known polluting 
ships have been held 
accountable.

Implementation of programme to 
improve the tracking and identification 
of polluting ships.

Frequency of drills 
undertaken to test 
the national contingency 
readiness.

3 1 per annum. Maritime contingency 
plan must still 
be compiled.

No drill has been 
conducted. The plan 
is however awaiting 

approval in 
2014-2015.

Partially Achieved  

Maritime contingency 
plan must still be 
compiled. No drill 
has been conducted.

Implementation of the performance 
improvement plan.

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

IMO endorsement 
of seafarers qualification 
system as being 
compliant with 
international standards.

1 IMO 
Whitelist

IMO Whitelist 
All quarterly 

targets for the 
maintenance of 

IMO whitelist 
status have been 

implemented.
Achieved

No Variance. Implementation of the plan.

Level achieved towards 
the drive to achieve total 
operational excellence.

2 Total 
operational 
excellence 
strategy 
and plan 

approved.

The operational 
excellence 

strategy and plan 
has been 

developed. A Proof 
of Concept 

workshop was held 
in January 2014 

to test the 
methodology 

and approach.
Achieved

No Variance. Phased implementation of plan.

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

3.6 To reduce risk of pollution and degradation of maritime environment

MARITIME ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROGRAMME

3.7 To be independently recognised for operational excellence

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILIT Y IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
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MARITIME GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME  

In June 2013, the government ratified with the 
International Labour Organisation four international 
labour conventions. These are the Labour Inspection 
Convention, 1947 (No.81), the Maritime Labour 
Convention, 2006 (MLC, 2006), the Work in Fishing 
Convention, 2007 (No. 188), and the Domestic 
Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189).

In 2013, South Africa amended the Merchant 
Shipping (Radio Installation) Regulations, 2002 
to align it to the recent ITU Regulations and 2010 
STCW Convention. Those amendments were signed 
into law on 2 July 2013 under the Merchant Shipping 
(Radio Installation) Regulations, 2013.

South Africa acceded to the 1969 Civil Liability 
Convention (CLC). In 2004, South Africa denounced 
the Convention and acceded to the 1992 CLC Protocol 
as well as the 1992 Protocol to the International 
Oil Pollution Compensation Fund Convention, 
1971 (IOPC Fund Convention). However it had not 
passed legislation to give effect to both Protocols.  
The Bills were presented before Parliament 
and adopted by both the National Assembly 
and National Council of Provinces. 

APPROVAL & RATIFICATION 
OF KEY LEGISL ATION, 
CONVENTION, BILLS,  
PROTOCOLS & SUBSIDIARY 
INSTRUMENTS 

After years of campaigning I am pleased to report 
that the Treasury has provided a tax regime granting 
tax exemption to qualifying shipping companies. 
The new regime commenced on 1 January 2014, 
and includes exemption from income tax, capital 
gains tax, dividends tax and withholding tax on 
interest. Officers and crew of South African flagged 
ships designed for international traffic have been 
wholly exempted from tax regardless of the number 
of days they spend abroad. This was done to avoid 
the potential issues of pay-as-you-earn withholding 
for employers of South African Officers and crew.

Qualifying shipping companies 
are now allowed to use currencies 
other than the rand as their functional 
currency. They will not be subjected 
to tax on currency gains and losses.

TAX RELIEF FOR THE 
MARITIME INDUSTRY

We are optimistic that the new shipping provisions 
in the tax regulations will assist in reviving the 
maritime sector. Our aim is to create the right 
environment and ensure that there are incentives 
in place which would not only encourage owners 
to register their ships in South Africa, but to 
provide an attractive location for businesses 
owning and operating ships. 

SHIP REGISTRY

SAMSA continues to come under pressure 
from stakeholders regarding the promulgation 
of legislation. Some of the legislation was promulgated 
in 2013 and we expect that the pieces of legislation 
and global conventions which are still outstanding 
will be done in the near future. 

OUTSTANDING LEGISLATION

108’
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Convention, 1947 (No.81), the Maritime Labour 
Convention, 2006 (MLC, 2006), the Work in Fishing 
Convention, 2007 (No. 188), and the Domestic 
Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189).

In 2013, South Africa amended the Merchant 
Shipping (Radio Installation) Regulations, 2002 
to align it to the recent ITU Regulations and 2010 
STCW Convention. Those amendments were signed 
into law on 2 July 2013 under the Merchant Shipping 
(Radio Installation) Regulations, 2013.

South Africa acceded to the 1969 Civil Liability 
Convention (CLC). In 2004, South Africa denounced 
the Convention and acceded to the 1992 CLC Protocol 
as well as the 1992 Protocol to the International 
Oil Pollution Compensation Fund Convention, 
1971 (IOPC Fund Convention). However it had not 
passed legislation to give effect to both Protocols.  
The Bills were presented before Parliament 
and adopted by both the National Assembly 
and National Council of Provinces. 

APPROVAL & RATIFICATION 
OF KEY LEGISL ATION, 
CONVENTION, BILLS,  
PROTOCOLS & SUBSIDIARY 
INSTRUMENTS 

After years of campaigning I am pleased to report 
that the Treasury has provided a tax regime granting 
tax exemption to qualifying shipping companies. 
The new regime commenced on 1 January 2014, 
and includes exemption from income tax, capital 
gains tax, dividends tax and withholding tax on 
interest. Officers and crew of South African flagged 
ships designed for international traffic have been 
wholly exempted from tax regardless of the number 
of days they spend abroad. This was done to avoid 
the potential issues of pay-as-you-earn withholding 
for employers of South African Officers and crew.

Qualifying shipping companies 
are now allowed to use currencies 
other than the rand as their functional 
currency. They will not be subjected 
to tax on currency gains and losses.

TAX RELIEF FOR THE 
MARITIME INDUSTRY

We are optimistic that the new shipping provisions 
in the tax regulations will assist in reviving the 
maritime sector. Our aim is to create the right 
environment and ensure that there are incentives 
in place which would not only encourage owners 
to register their ships in South Africa, but to 
provide an attractive location for businesses 
owning and operating ships. 
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MARITIME GOVERNANCE

PROGRAMME
Effective maritime governance includes all the 
systems, instruments, processes and institutions 
by which coastal and ocean areas are managed 
by authorities in association with communities, 
industries, partners, NGOs and other stakeholders 
through national, regional and international laws, 
policies, processes and programmes in order
to improve and sustain the socio-economic 
conditions of all communities and the protection 
of maritime resources. 

The broader maritime sector is the lifeblood 
of South Africa and requires the effective 
implementation of governance frameworks 
and a coherent system to enable greater levels 
of accountability and oversight on the functioning 
as well as the sustainable socio-economic 
development of South Africa.
  

The programme aims at 
strengthening maritime governance 
with a focus on collaborative 
stakeholder participation and 
the sharing of responsibilities 
and actions at national, regional 
and international perspectives 
of governance to ensure effective 
implementation of the South African 
Maritime agenda. 

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Maritime Governance Programme
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Level of staff performance 
managed in line with 
SAMSA Policies.

1 All Staff
(240) are 

performance 
managed.

All staff have 
performance 

engagements to 
finalise the 
2014-2015 

performance 
agreements.

Partially Achieved 

The SAMSA Employee 
Performance Management 
Policy is yet to be 
approved.

The draft policy will be submitted 
to the board for approval through 
REMCO.

Rating achieved on the 
Employee Satisfaction 
Survey.

2 85% 92% - Achieved on 
the Deloitte Survey 
Top 50 of employer 
of choice achieved.

Achieved

50% of staff in 
operations {70 

employees trained 
to date}.

Achieved

A slight variance in 
the methodology applied 
for the survey.

Will continue to implement the 
proposed action items recommended.

Percentage of staff in 
operations that have 
received training on core 
maritime competencies.

3 50% No Variance. Implementation of quarter plan.

072’
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Targeted legal instruments 
that have been submitted 
to the DoT for approval and 
processing.  

1 No variance. Make the required inputs and monitor 
review and ratification of legal 
instruments.

All draft 
comment and 

industry 
consultation in 
line with DoT 
programme. 

Targeted submissions 
have been made to 
DoT for approval.

Achieved

3.8 To improve the strength of South Africa’s maritime governance from developing to mature

MARITIME GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME

3.9 To improve level of competency in administration of South Africa`s maritime from advanced to expert

ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILIT Y IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 

MARITIME GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME  
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MARITIME SECURITY PROGRAMME  

The Maritime security 
subprogramme is concerned 
with the prevention of intentional 
damage and disturbance of South 
African and global maritime supply 
chain networks, deliberate sabotage 
of the sea environment, acts of 
piracy, illegal exploitation of South 
African sea-based resources, 
vessel security, etc. 

Although SAMSA is a key role player and has 
a significant interest in the effective governance 
of the maritime sector, ensuring maritime security 
rests on the existence of a functional partnership 
with all government partners (including SANDF, 
SAPS, SA Navy, Telkom, Dept. of Home Affairs etc.) 
to effect such security. The aim of the subprogramme 
is to ensure security of the national maritime 
infrastructure, the maritime economy 

(incl. trade and supply chains) and the broader 
maritime domain, which we have defined as all 
areas and things of, on, under, relating to, adjacent 
to, or bordering on a sea, ocean, or other navigable 
waterway, including all maritime-related activities, 
infrastructure, people, cargo, and vessels 
and other conveyances. 

The infrastructure and systems that span 
the maritime sector has increasingly become 
a target for the conveyance of dangerous and 
illicit activities. The rapid spread of piracy and other 
illegal maritime activity, impacts of climate change 
and environmental consequences of toxic biochemical 
discharge unto the sea and broader environment 
continue to threaten the sustainability of maritime. 
The impact and likelihood of such events has risen 
significantly over the past few years and has emerged 
as a key focus area of our strategy moving forward. 
The above factors as well as other avoidable 
disruptions to South African trade depend 
on the effective coordination of multi stakeholder 
activities to ensure that we effectively respond 
to these threats to maritime.

MARITIME SECURITY 
SUBPROGRAMME (2013-2014)

100’

04˚CHAPTER 
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070’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Time taken to initiate 
response to save people 
in distress situations

8 This is due to a heightened 
focus on managing the time 
taken to respond to incidents.

Operations centre manned twenty four 
hours per day. Regular meetings with 
relevant SASAR stakeholders, e.g. DoT, 
TNPA, NSRI.

Average of 
30mins 

An average of 
29.2 minutes, 
which is within 
the timeframe

Achieved

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

% Compliance with the 
ISPS Code

1 No variance. The DoT has indicated a desire to 
allow SAMSA to manage the pre-arrival 
notifications (PAN's) vetting process, 
where SAMSA would be enabled to 
takeover the MSCC function, which 
currently resides within DoT in Pretoria.

100% 
compliance 
based on 

activity report

100% compliance 
with the 

ISPS Code
Achieved

Time taken to distribute 
maritime domain 
awareness information

3 This is an improvement based 
on focused attention on 
managing the distribution 
of maritime information.

Implementation of the improvement plan.
Update distribution list as appropriate.

15 minutes Average of 
14.3 minutes 
to distribute 

maritime domain 
awareness 
information
Achieved

Availability of 
MRCC Systems

2 The COSPAS-SARSAT LUT 
installation at Telkom Maritime 
is well beyond its expiry date, and 
problems of detection are being 
experienced. The coastal maritime 
radio communications set-up 
under Telkom Maritime is also 
in a very poor state.

Dot has signed a contract appointing 
Telkom as the service provider of 
maritime coastal radio communications 
and the Cospas-Sarsat programme for 
the next five years. The SLA document 
has been drafted and signed by both 
parties what is left now is to allow Telkom 
internal processes to take its course. 
The systems should be up and running 
by June 2015.

95% 96% compliance 
with system 

uptime standard
Achieved
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3.4 To reduce the risk of safety accidents and incidents in south africa`s maritime transport system

MARITIME SAFET Y PROGRAMME

3.5 To reduce maritime security risk to acceptable levels

MARITIME SECURIT Y PROGRAMME
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MARITIME SECTOR DEVELOPMENT  
082’

SAMSA has covered the length and breadth 
of South Africa, attending and exhibiting Open Days 
at institutions, using media platforms, hosting 
careers and jobs expos and clinics in all the provinces 
culminating in the Maritime Careers Expo held 
back to back with Maritime Jobs Summit held 
in KwaZulu-Natal, June 2013. Due to this awareness 
and promotion campaigns we touched directly more 
than a million students and learners, thousands 
of job seekers and millions of South Africans. 

SAMSA also partnered with Sci-Bono to host 
the Maritime Week in 2013 and was able to reach 
more than 4 000 learners from the Gauteng Province.  
SAMSA will this year host the Careers Expo and 
Job Summit in the Eastern Cape.

Given that the country's Universities of Technologies 
produce about 120 cadet officers per annum, 
the bottleneck has shifted away from sea berths 
to shore based institutions. 

The targeted numbers of seafarer jobs in the 
SAMSA Plan are 45 000 to 60 000 over the next 
decade, with officers accounting for 20% (i.e. 9 000 
to 12 000) and the rest being ratings (artisan types). 
There is a reported world-wide shortage of 32 000 
Officers and 224 000 ratings on the world fleet 
which are available to people from any country 
with the required qualifications.

Already SAMSA has managed to place over 500 
cadets on the world fleet through a Cadet Placement 
Programme, also securing employment for the 
graduates of this programme through the Seafarer 
Job Placement Programme. Both SAMSA initiated 
programmes prepare the cadets and graduates 
and market their services to the global employers. 
The demand is growing and South Africa's supply 
side numbers are criticised by employers for being 
too low to meet the potential demand.

MARITIME AWARENESS

GRADUATED

TOTAL OF
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363 35

24 PERMANENTLY PLACED 
ON PARTNER VESSELS

CADETS TRAINED
AGANST THE TARGET OF 240
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081’

This project has put South Africa's 
Maritime Education and Training (MET) 
on the world map, with interest in its 
workings and organisation the subject 
of enquiries from many countries 
and media stories.

Seafarer education and training require, in part, 
the fulfilment of sea-time, on-the-job exposure for 
candidate officers (cadets), to be acquired on-board 
seagoing ships. With South Africa having no commercial 
cargo ships on her register, such a requirement had
become a bottleneck in seafarer training.  

Hence, the  acquisition of the SA Agulhas and its 
conversion and re-launch as a country's first ever, 
Africa's only, and 1 of not more than 5 ships globally, 
trading ocean-going Dedicated Training Vessel (DTV), 
is such a strategic intervention.

The Dedicated Training Vessel has successfully been 
converted into a dedicated facility for training Marine 
Engineering, Navigation and Hospitality. It boasts of 
high-tech classrooms fitted with training simulators, 
communication systems, with appointed lecturers 
on board on a full-time basis. The vessels can carry 
up to 90 cadets, rotated once every 4 or 3 months, 
giving South Africa's seafarer system an annual 
production capacity of 240 to 360 on-board training berths. 

NATIONAL CADETSHIP 
AND THE DEDICATED TRAINING VESSEL

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Maritime Sector Development Programme
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FOR THEIR MASTERS AND PhD
IN MARITIME AFFAIRS
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Partnership was forged with the World Maritime 
University after realising that not a single South Africa 
was part of the graduation ceremony. This culminated 
in a Memorandum of Understanding, which saw 
twenty four (24) South Africans enrolling for Masters 
Programme and four (4) South Africans enrolling 
for PhD in maritime affairs. The first group of Masters 
Students will graduate in November 2014. The plan 
is to continue with the programme whilst building 
internal capacity in South Africa to offer comphrehensive 
maritime education and training. 

Currently, the bursary programme, 
which was piloted in the Eastern 
Cape, has benefitted 36 learners 
and students who are now studying 
at Lawhill Maritime Centre, Cape 
Peninsular University of Technology 
and Durban University of Technology. 
The pilot has been extended 
to other coastal provinces as well 
as Northern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal.

MARITIME SCHOLARSHIPS 
& BURSARIES  

Engagements were held with the Department of 
Higher Education and Training where a decision 
was taken to pilot 12 Public Technical Vocational 
Education and Training (TVET) colleges to offer 
maritime education and training.  

FUTHER EDUCATION
& TRAINING COLLEGES 

SAMSA partnered with the Department of Science 
and Technology to host the first ever maritime 
indaba and workshop which will result in a National 
Roadmap for Maritime Research and Innovation.

MARITIME RESEARCH 
DEVELOPMENT & INNOVATION

04˚CHAPTER 

Bursaries and 
Scholarships for 36 
learners and students studying 
at Lawhill Maritime Centre, 
Cape Peninsular University of 
Technology and Durban 
University of Technology 

93 Unemployed 
engineering graduates 

converted to marine 
engineers 
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MARITIME SECTOR DEVELOPMENT  

To grow & transform the maritime sector from a level of late maturity to early growth

PERFORMANCE

INFORMATION REPORT

065’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Percentage of registered 
customer complaints that 
have been attended to.

1 100% of all 
registered 
complaints

100% of all 
registered 
complaints
Achieved

No variances as all complaints 
that have been formally 
registered through official 
channels of communications 
have been attended to.

SAMSA plans to implement 
a tailor-made customer relations 
management system in the coming 
financial year to improve the 
management of customer queries.

Rating achieved on the 
stakeholders satisfaction 
survey.

2 83% rating 
achieved

The survey 
has not been 
conducted 

 Not 
Achieved

The survey has not been 
conducted due to unexpected 
problems in implementing a 
corrective plan to address the 
outcomes of last year’s 
stakeholder survey.

A follow up survey will be conducted 
during the 2014/15 financial year. 
The intention is to conduct an annual 
survey to establish levels of stakeholder 
satisfaction with SAMSA.

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Increase in the number of 
South Africans qualifying 
as seafarers:

1 The underachievement 
has been due to the slow 
implementation of a programme 
to train unemployed students 
through the 12 FET colleges 
identified by SAMSA and 
government. There are 
constraints to the intake 
at Cape Peninsula University 
of Technology and Durban 
University of Technology. 

SAMSA will continue to support and 
facilitate the awareness of maritime 
as a career, provide access to training 
berths and strategic partnerships 
on seafarer development with DHET, 
its education institutions and the 
maritime industry.

Certificate of Competency 
- Deck and Engine Officers

650 161
Partly

Achieved

Ratings Qualification 420 248
Partly

Achieved

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

3.2

MARITIME SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

3.1 To achieve excellence in the delivery of maritime services

SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE PROGRAMME
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KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of interventions 
implemented to facilitate 
maritime sector development 

2

4

No Variance. The achievement of planned actions 
(outcomes) from the SAMIC 2012 
conference need to be communicated 
to all SAMIC stakeholders.

Implementation 
of the 2012 

SAMIC 
conference 

and maritime 
careers and 
job summit 
outcomes

All targeted 
interventions 

have been 
implemented in 
line with the plan

Achieved

3 No Variance. SAMSA will continue to provide technical 
advice and support to South African 
entrepreneurs wanting to enter 
the maritime sector where possible.

10 10 entrepreneurs 
entering the 

maritime sector. 
Achieved

Number of South African 
entrepreneurs who have been 
supported into entering the 
maritime sector

A variance was due to an 
increased uptake of seafarers by 
a Norwegian shipping company.

SAMSA will continue to develop strategic 
partnerships, which can contribute to job 
creation and addressing the scourge 
of unemployment.

250 265 jobs have 
been created 
(these include 

FTE and 
non-permanent 

jobs)
Achieved

Number of maritime jobs 
that have been created 
through SAMSA facilitated 
partnerships

5 No ships registered on the 
South African Ship Registry.

This indicator will be removed from 
SAMSA’s plans for the next financial 
year as the carriage is outside our 
control in the short to medium term.

Capture 
2% of the 

cargo for the 
financial year

0% of the 
cargo for this 
financial year

Not 
Achieved

Percentage of cargo carried 
on South African ships by 2016

04˚CHAPTER 
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066’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of interventions 
implemented to facilitate 
maritime sector development 

2

4
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Achieved
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Achieved
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A variance was due to an 
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250 265 jobs have 
been created 
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Achieved

Number of maritime jobs 
that have been created 
through SAMSA facilitated 
partnerships

5 No ships registered on the 
South African Ship Registry.

This indicator will be removed from 
SAMSA’s plans for the next financial 
year as the carriage is outside our 
control in the short to medium term.

Capture 
2% of the 

cargo for the 
financial year

0% of the 
cargo for this 
financial year

Not 
Achieved

Percentage of cargo carried 
on South African ships by 2016
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066’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Number of interventions 
implemented to facilitate 
maritime sector development 

2

4

No Variance. The achievement of planned actions 
(outcomes) from the SAMIC 2012 
conference need to be communicated 
to all SAMIC stakeholders.

Implementation 
of the 2012 

SAMIC 
conference 

and maritime 
careers and 
job summit 
outcomes

All targeted 
interventions 

have been 
implemented in 
line with the plan

Achieved

3 No Variance. SAMSA will continue to provide technical 
advice and support to South African 
entrepreneurs wanting to enter 
the maritime sector where possible.

10 10 entrepreneurs 
entering the 

maritime sector. 
Achieved

Number of South African 
entrepreneurs who have been 
supported into entering the 
maritime sector

A variance was due to an 
increased uptake of seafarers by 
a Norwegian shipping company.

SAMSA will continue to develop strategic 
partnerships, which can contribute to job 
creation and addressing the scourge 
of unemployment.

250 265 jobs have 
been created 
(these include 

FTE and 
non-permanent 

jobs)
Achieved

Number of maritime jobs 
that have been created 
through SAMSA facilitated 
partnerships

5 No ships registered on the 
South African Ship Registry.

This indicator will be removed from 
SAMSA’s plans for the next financial 
year as the carriage is outside our 
control in the short to medium term.

Capture 
2% of the 

cargo for the 
financial year

0% of the 
cargo for this 
financial year

Not 
Achieved

Percentage of cargo carried 
on South African ships by 2016
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MARITIME SECTOR DEVELOPMENT  
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SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE 
PROGRAMME  

073’

SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE

PROGRAMME
SE

TT
IN

G NEW STANDARDS FOR

WORLD CLASS
QUALITY

SAMSA has identified the need to integrate 
performance information and enhance the entity’s 
capacity for generating and disseminating 
management decision-making information 
in a manner that is both efficient and timely manner. 

The central idea was to ensure that management 
structures across SAMSA are empowered with 
a single version of performance information that 
is accurate, timely, easily accessible, transparent 
and relevant to the nature of decisions management 
is required to make at a tactical, operational 
and strategic level. 

INTEGRATED CORPORATE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

This programme will focus on the implementation of a total quality 
management system to improve and optimise SAMSA's core and support 
business processes. The SAMSA excellence programme is critical to cost 
containment, setting new standards for world-class quality, satisfying 
ever more demanding stakeholders or being at the forefront of service 
design and Innovation.

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Service Delivery Excellence Programme
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SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE 
PROGRAMME  

To grow & transform the maritime sector from a level of late maturity to early growth

PERFORMANCE

INFORMATION REPORT

065’

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Percentage of registered 
customer complaints that 
have been attended to.

1 100% of all 
registered 
complaints

100% of all 
registered 
complaints
Achieved

No variances as all complaints 
that have been formally 
registered through official 
channels of communications 
have been attended to.

SAMSA plans to implement 
a tailor-made customer relations 
management system in the coming 
financial year to improve the 
management of customer queries.

Rating achieved on the 
stakeholders satisfaction 
survey.

2 83% rating 
achieved

The survey 
has not been 
conducted 

 Not 
Achieved

The survey has not been 
conducted due to unexpected 
problems in implementing a 
corrective plan to address the 
outcomes of last year’s 
stakeholder survey.

A follow up survey will be conducted 
during the 2014/15 financial year. 
The intention is to conduct an annual 
survey to establish levels of stakeholder 
satisfaction with SAMSA.

KPI Annual Target Annual 
Achievements Reason for Variance Planned Corrective ActionsNO

Increase in the number of 
South Africans qualifying 
as seafarers:

1 The underachievement 
has been due to the slow 
implementation of a programme 
to train unemployed students 
through the 12 FET colleges 
identified by SAMSA and 
government. There are 
constraints to the intake 
at Cape Peninsula University 
of Technology and Durban 
University of Technology. 

SAMSA will continue to support and 
facilitate the awareness of maritime 
as a career, provide access to training 
berths and strategic partnerships 
on seafarer development with DHET, 
its education institutions and the 
maritime industry.

Certificate of Competency 
- Deck and Engine Officers

650 161
Partly

Achieved

Ratings Qualification 420 248
Partly

Achieved

SHIFTING CURRENTS  |  Our Performance Information

3.2

MARITIME SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

3.1 To achieve excellence in the delivery of maritime services

SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE PROGRAMME
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REVENUE PERFORMANCE 
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SOME OF THE REASONS FOR THE 
DECLINE IN REVENUE 

─  SA Agulhas not sailing due funding constraints, therefore no charters fees; 

─  No revenue was received from wreck removals as nothing was sold from marine 
intervention operations; 

─  Contributions from partners for the financing of skills development programmes 
decreased; 

─  Revenue was higher in the 2013 financial year due to transfer of ship at 0 value. 
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OVERVIEW OF EXPENDITURE 
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SOME OF THE REASONS FOR THE 
INCREASE IN EXPENSES 

─  Expenditure increased by 6% which is within the inflation trend; 

─  Expenditure remained due to cadetship and SA Agulhas training 
projects which were funding from the organisation’s resources; 

─  Staff compensation continues to take the largest percentage of total 
costs. 
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OVERVIEW OF EXPENDITURE 

-49% 
-81% 
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CHANGE IN FINANCIAL POSITION 
 
TOTAL ASSETS 

─  Cash reserves formed a bigger portion of total assets, 

─  The deficits were financed from cash reserves hence the 
significant decrease in total assets 
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OVERVIEW OF EXPENDITURE 

-118% 

-350% 
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SOME OF THE REASONS FOR THE 
INCREASE IN EXPENSES 

─  The trend has been caused by non-adjustment of tariffs, 
unfunded mandates, funding of skills development 
programmes ( SA Agulhas and cadetship programmes. 
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WAY FORWARD 

─  Adequate government funding for Centre for Sea Watch; 

─  Securing of funding commitments for cadetship and the SA Agulhas 
training project; 

─  Periodic adjust of tariffs in line with inflation and other factors; 

─  Development and implementation of funding models for maritime 
projects 



17 October 2014 

THE TIDE HAS TURNED 
IN OUR COUNTRY. CURRENTS 

HAVE SHIFTED IN OUR OCEANS. 
NEW POTENTIAL IS LAPPING 

AGAINST OUR SHORES. 
WHAT STARTED AS A DROP 

HAS BECOME A WAVE. 
BRINGING NEW IDEAS, 

NEW ENERGY, NEW PROSPERITY 
TO OUR PEOPLE. IN THIS NEW TIDE 

OF GROWTH WE STAND STRONG, 
WE STAND TALL. WE SHINE, 

WE GUARD, WE CALL BECAUSE 
WE ARE THE LIGHTHOUSE 

OF OUR SEAS.

TOGETHER
WE SHOW THE WAY.

LOOKING OUTWARD. MOVING FORWARD.


